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1INTRODUCING 

PUGABULL

Pugabull is a name coined from the American Bulldog cross-bred with the 

pug dog. The dog is loyal, smart, and strong. This project is a perfect 

reflection of the smart and strong nature of the dog with a touch of fun and 

pleasure.


Pugabull is a decentralized meme platform that rewards music lovers for 

listening to music. Millions of people today stream their favourite songs daily 

without getting value for their time. Well, Pugabull has come to change that 

narrative. With Pugabull, you earn while you stream your songs. It offers users 

maximum value for their time while listening to their favourite songs. Won't 

you rather listen to music and get rewarded?



2 Focus, Challenges 
and Plans

FOCUS


The music industry is one of the world's fastest-growing industries, with new 

artists emerging every day with their own unique music styles. Our primary 

focus at Pugatunes is on music lovers who can't go a day without listening to 

music because music has become a part of their life. 


We believe that if you spend so much time doing something, it is only fair 

that you get rewarded for doing so, allowing you to do what you love while 

also earning from it.


CHALLENGES


One of the major challenges facing the music industry today is the lack of 

monetization options for fans supporting these music artists. Millions of 

people today stream their favourite songs daily and they are not benefiting 

from the time spent. 


A greater percentage of music listeners around the world prefer 

downloading to streaming music for financial reasons or just because they 

don't get anything in return, amongst other considerations.


PLANS


Pugatunes was created to address the aforementioned challenges.



3 What is 
Pugatunes?

PugaTunes is a crypto-related application that rewards everyone using it to 

play and listen to music. It is an innovative app that uses blockchain 

technology to track and reward users for their engagement with music.


While not looking to become a streaming platform itself, Pugatunes 

differentiates itself by offering a unique rewards system that provides 

incentives for users to engage with the app and discover new music or enjoy 

their already existing ones. This will bring in more users and supporters to the 

music industry and also generate more revenue for artists, streaming 

platforms and record labels trying to push their music forward. Music lovers 

would also be able to benefit from this avenue. So, despite the music 

streaming market is highly competitive, with several established players, 

Pugatunes has an edge.


In addition to the direct benefits for music lovers, Pugatunes also has the 

potential to generate significant revenue through advertising and 

partnerships with music streaming platforms like Spotify and Apple music 

and record labels.



4 Project Goals 
and Vision

We're building a system that is user-friendly and easy to use while 

rewarding you for your time and passion. 


We want to create a fully functional community-driven L2E system that is 

automated to detect any music you listen to. we aim to build a strong and 

united community of music lovers and fans earning globally while supporting 

their favourite artists.


We believe that web3 will fundamentally change how we interact with 

everything around the world including finance, and technology, allowing 

everyone to support and interact with one another. The opportunities are 

endless and our team has dedicated the time and energy to exploring and 

utilising more earning opportunities for music lovers globally.



5 PROJECT 

UTILITY

In-App Rewards


Users will be rewarded the PUGA tokens when they connect 

their streaming account or listen to music on PugaTunes. It is 

the first L2E platform that will guarantee users earn maximally 

as long as they listen to music. 



Staking Rewards 


Users have the option of staking their tokens which offers 

them the opportunity to earn more, with high staking 

percentages.



6 Tokenomics 

Token name: Pugabull 


Ticker: PUGA


Decimal: 18


Buy Tax 4


Sell tax 4


The total supply is 10 Billion


PUGA is a BEP20 token for Pugabull, users of the PugaTunes 

Application can claim PUGA tokens when they stream and 

listen to music every time, and users will also be able to get 

discounts on items listed on our marketplace. 


Our Goal with the PUGA token is to create a community of 

music lovers earning globally while supporting their favourite 

artists anywhere in the world.



The total supply of Puga will be 10,000,000,000


60% of the token supply will be used as an in-app reward for 

everyone using the PugaTunes App. 


20% of the token supply will serve as a reward to stakers.


10% of the token supply will be sold in our public sale.


6% of the token supply will be sold in our private sale. 


4% of the token supply will be available for the Pugabull 

ecosystem to use for partnerships and events. 

In-app reward

Participant Supply Token
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20%
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6,000,000,000

2,000,000,000

1,000,000,000
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Staking rewards

Public Sale

Private Sale

Ecosystem



7 Roadmap

3

4

2

1
 PugaTunes App development

 Website and white paper design 3. Token contract 

development and audit. 

 Fundraisin

 Private and public testing of the PugaTunes App

 Listing on the Google play store and App stor

 Marketing and partnershi

 Puga public sale and Dex listing


 Centralized exchange listing

 In-app Staking

 In-app Downloa

 Swag pack and merch

 PUGA NFT

 PUGA Launchpad

 Support other means of reward: Tiktok, YouTube and 

Boom play

PHASE TWO

PHASE THREE

PHASE FOUR

PHASE ONE



8 Contact

Web: https://Pugabull.info


Email: contact@pugabull.info


Telegram: https://t.me/Pugabull

https://Pugabull.info
mailto:Contact@pugabull.info
https://t.me/Pugabull


Disclaimer

This whitepaper is subject to revision from time to time 

without any notice as our project progresses. Please do well 

to check our website for more information about any plans we 

might make changes to.


This document should not be considered a specification. It 

only helps to present our project Pugabull to potential 

investors, thereby enabling them make informed decisions 

after carrying out their research.


